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reason or reckon without words, and that there is
in us such a thing, or such a power or faculty, as
reason apart from words. * *
" People do no longer believe in witches nor in
But the belief in disembodied thought will
ghosts.
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HE Reader

HEGELER,

will find in

an earnest, and, as we bcUeve, a

is that view which reco7nizes the Oneness of All-ExistenceAs a Pbilciophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
one and the same. One truth can not contradict another truth. Cognition must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
As a Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of tho whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All in order not only to live,

full

truth is

the faults of a one-sided view.

but also to lead a moral life— a

THE QUINTESSENCE OF RELIGION
shown

to be a truth.
It is a scientific truth (a reality) which has been and
remain the basis of ethics. The Quintessence of Religion contains all that
good and true, elevating and comforting in the old religions. Superstitious
notions are recognized as mere accidental features of which Religion can be
is

This idea

harm

that

life

worth

is

living.

The religion of Monism thus becomes the scientific basis of Ethics which
regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the
co°mical laws of the All.
The work of The Open Court covers a wide field of study and intel-
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Editor.
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The work is done with
confidence in a higher future.
The Open Court unites the deliberation and prudence of conservatism
with the radicalism of undaunted progress. While the merits of the old creeds
are fully appreciated, their errors are not overlooked. The ultimate consequences of the most radical thought are accepted, but care is taken to avoid
sr.ccessfui efiort to conciliate Religion with Science.
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The Open Court holds that Religion and Science, rightly understood, do
not contradict each other. The apparent divergencies have arisen from the
false dualislic conceptions of world and life; and the Conciliation of Relii^ion
with Science is to be found in Monism to present and defend which is the
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object of
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zRECEm CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Alfred Binet. InNos.
and 58.

an exercise of intelligence, will, or feeling, in protoorganiems is fully discussed and analyzed. M
Binet has added much by these articles to the
psychology of the microscopic world; he has opposed many theories, confirmed others, and advanced many conclusions of his own.
The correspondence elicited in France by these essays is
published in No. 67.
The essays will be published during the month
of January, iSSg, in book-form; parts that have not
appeared in The Open Court, with new explanatory cut?, and a preface especially written by the
i'uihor. will be added.

TRANSFORMATION AND ADAPTATION
SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.

In Nos. 46 and 48.
Prof.
Ernst Mach, Professor of Mechanics at the Uniauthor
of
several
of
Prague,
works explanaversity
tory of the history and philosophy of mechanics,
and the first authority in his branch, discusses in

of modern

an idea that conditions the development
scientific thought.

The article was deMach upon assuming

livered as an address by Prof.
the rectoraie of the University of Prague.

An essay
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In No. 33.
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;

will greatly help tc

The same numthe views of Max
ber contains an editorial upon Monism and Philwhich is discussed the Identity of LanMiiller.

e.'iplain

guage and Thought, the theories of NoirS and Mailer, and the proof with which modern philology has
corroborated the monistic conception.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES AND THE GAULISH PANTHEON.
By

S.

Arthur Strong.

In No. 63.

An instructive essay upon the purposes of the
Hlbbert Foundation, with a review of the recent
lectures by Prof. John Rhys upon *he religion of the
ancient Celts.

The

original investigations of Prof.

Rhys have thrown a

nev/ and

welcome

upon
and Ire-

light

the forms of belief in ancient Gaul, Wales,

as a monumental
work in the province of philological archaeology.
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CHRISTIANITY AND RELIGION.
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In No. 70.

position of
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Open Court
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e fully explained.

BODY AND MIND; OR, THE DATA OF
MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.

ology, in

IN

Ernst Mach

this essay
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Mr. Alfred Binet, the collaborator of Ribot and
Fer5, and one of the most eminent representatives
of the French School of Psychology, has presented
in this series of articles the results of the most
recent investigation into microscopic life. Every
phenomenon that the improved methods of microscopic researrh have shown to be indicative of
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says: "Our e: tire system of moral education needs
a thorough re asion, and the success of urgent socia
and ethical n forms depends on the radical recon
structiop of loral philosophy on a basis of natura
ted iu the graphic
science." The subject
jrized Dr. Oswald's
which has ever
contributions to the Literature of Natural History
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and anti-natL
the latter ha
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Cams, Superintendent Genera! of the
State Church of Eastern Prussia and one of the
most prominent clergyman of Germany, criticizes
the work of The Opln Court. The principles of
the monistic and melioristic philosophy are disDr. Gustav

cussed in their relation to Science and Christianity
criticism is pervaded by an earnest, thought-

The

and religious spirit.
In the same number, under the title "The Religious Character of Monism," appears an- editorial
ful,

THE UNIVERSAL FAITH.
By

T. B.

Wakeman

In No. 71

THE FOUNDER OF THE NINETEENTH

CENTURY CLUB.
By Moncure D. Conway

Two
life,

In No. 71.

important and interesting articles upon the
and inauence of the late Mr. Courtlandt

worl:,

Palmer, of
foundar of

New

York, the liberal and high-minded
Club.

The Nineteenth Century

THE OPEN
WHAT MIND

In No. 40.

40
gives in clear and comprehensive

However, " as Uieaj/ioun/ of thought can

most assuredly be measured, but the qiuiUiy of
thought can not." the eminent American scientist
concludes that "consciousness has a field of its own
where it ranges free from the bonds of enefgy."
The directive; element (will and mind) isqualitative
not quantitative and controls the movements of the
non-mental environm'ent. " This statement may be
called occultism," Prof. Cope adds, "and I sup-

Bit such

justly.

the fact."

is

In opposition to Prof, Cope, the Editor explains
The qualitative faculties are a

his view of mind.

matter of form.

Form

the essential character-

is

and a superior mind indica
Form is an abstraction from reality and has by itself no efiicacy.
M. Ribot, the founder of the French school of
perimental psychology, is quoted in support of the
fact that consciousness by itself is not an eSective
factor in the motion of our limbs. " The consciousness of mental states may be indispensable for a
istic of roind.

perior form of brain structure.

The
ing lack of lucidity in scientific discussion.
problem is treated with clearness and precision;
simplicity of presentation being especially

The comments and

aimed

at.

REMINISCENCES OF MR. ALCOTT'S CONVERSATIONS.
Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney

,

.

In Nos. 49 and

50.

In Nos. 49 and 50 The Open Court publishes a
paper upon Mr. Alcott's conversations, read by Mrs.

and

the Concord School of Philosophy. Mrs. Cheney's
recollections of Mr. Alcott lead us back as far as

to occultism.
letter

erence

from Prof. E, D. Cope, which has

to this discussion, is

published in No.

ref-

42.

Ednah D. Chene; before

the Memorial Meeting of

the year 1840. The reminiscences cover almosi: a
a century of Mr. Alcott's intellectual life.
Abstracts are given of his conversations, incidents
described in which noted contemporaries figured,
and anecdotes told illustrative of Mr. Alcott's life
and thought.
Wheelbarrow, in No. 52, contributes an additional reminiscence of this "amiable philosopher

half

FREE-WILL A MECHANICAL POSSIBILITY.
Xenos Clakk

In No. 39.

Mr. Xenos Clark here presents

in

an interest-

ins and attractive manner certain scientific analogies bearing upon Free-Will and Determinism. A
novel and ingenious application is here made of the

theory of linkages and link-work which of late has
so Interested mathematicians and been developed
with such striking success by Prof. Sylvester. The
article will be found to be unusually suggeitive,

not in concord with The Open Court,
an editorial of No. 33, admits the truth of
both Free- Will and Dcttrjninism.

aUhough
which,

it is

in

FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF

THE

MATTER.
J.

VooT

G.

In Nos. 29, ji.

and

poseless force, is untenable; and that pseudo-monism, which transforms the most complex conditions
and processes of psychical life into the elementary
substance itself, involves the fallacy of idealism
and dualism. As opposed to both views Vogt pro-

He

calls

Monism

of

attributes to matter two fundamental

properties, motion

and

sensibility,

and deduces

from these elementary properties the higher phe-

nomena

of intellectual
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our conception of

Mr. Salter

politics, so that

men in the community would
pugnance to public life; that ihey would enter
once more to make it great and illu
the best

His name

is

well

known

beyond the boundary of his country. The problem
Freedom of the Will has perhaps never been
treated in a clearer and more forcible manner. Contributionr. on the same subject have been published
from
E*. Powell and Xenos Clark.

of the

lose their reit

and

45.

fine

Modern Science.

light of

animal
been of interest and
lation of the

to the

The question of the rehuman soul has ever
we find it attrac-

in this essay

tively yet accurately treated.
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SPIRITUALIST'S CONFESSION.

By Moncure D. Conway
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In No. 63.

upon the recent confession

interesting article
at the

Academy

of Music, N. Y.,

with a short historical sketch of the Spiritualist
movement in America and England.

PLANTATION FOLK-LORE.
L.

J.

Vance

In Nos, 41, 45.

and

46.

Mr. Vance reviews and discusses the movement
and widespread interest in popular tales which has
produced the recent collections of Negro Myths
by Joel Chandler Harris ("Uncle Reraus") and
Mr. Charles C. Jones. These tales form an important addition to the Folk-Lore of the

New

World,

and Mr. Vance's review will be welcomed by all
who wish to acquire a comprehensive estimate ol
the significance of these Myths to comparative literature and the science of comparative ethnology
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denouncing the evils and wrongs of American politics.
But he is no pessimist; he does not despair of
improvsment and progress. He knows very well
wants

the University of Berlin.

elude what
In No.

W. M. Salter

In Nos. 37, 41,

thought and psychological
depth. Carus Sterne well understands to follow a
subject as historically developed in the realm of
human opinion and as ultimately affected by the

GizYCKi.In Nos. 25 and a6.
is Professor of Philosophy at

synthesis of religious truth, a roligioa

LIFE.

The well-known lecturer of the Society for Ethical
Culture in Chicago bravely probes the wounds of
our public life and shows his patriotism by boldly

that

Georg von
Georg Von Gizycki

c

world-substance completely filling ppace and whose
sole manifestation of power consists in contraction
or cmidensaiion. He claims that the kinetic or mechanical theory, which explains organized and spiritual phenomena from inelastic atoms and a pur-

Reality.
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the kinetic conception of the world's mechanism Vogt opposes his hypothesis of a continuous

To

pounds his conception, which he

and venerable man."

Prof.

Carus Sterne
An essay full of

discussions elicited by the

on "Causality " will be found to be especialIn Nos. 58, 59, and
ly instructive and elucidative.
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Stone's Fall" (No. 60). In No. 58, Mr. M. A.
Griffen writes a letter upon the same subject; in
No. 60, Dr. Edward Brooks, of Philadelphia comments upon the standpoint taken: all of which are
accompanied by (Editorial comments.
article

proper direction of our will, but it does not possess
motive power. Prof. Cope's view is considered inconsistent because leading to daalistic statements

A

SOUL.

is

lem of Causality.

outlines his view of mind; he opposes Materialism
and Dualism, stating that "the situation is mo-

pose

an editorial discussion of The ProbThe surpassing importance of
this subject renders a clear conception of it absolutely indispensable to correct observation and
sound reasoning. Despite this the problem has
been unbecomingly neglected, and this neglect has
given rise to innumerable errors and to an astoundIn No. 55
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comparative analysis of the structure of the orthought teaches us with even more certainty
than does the analysis of the internal processes, that,
in the line of vertebrate development which culminates in man, the changes leading from the lowest
cerebral forms to the highest structure of the human
brain are very gradual, so gradual, indeed, that no
leap in development is perceptible.
Even in the lowof

—

the spinal cord

forms, the structure of the brain

is

becomes
In

the

lowest

is

es-

man; the anterior portion of
divided into five parts, lying one be-

In this connection,

it is

port of Dr, F, L, Oswald
tention

He

to

the care of

still fails

its

You may

and even a

fiy,

sloth.

On my

last

of health, so far as

careful experiments

is

it is

called the

much

the largest

cerebrum or brain

proper.

There

is

a similar relation

between those organs

the brain which control the senses.

being
sight

we

regard smell and taste,

and hearing, as

In the

of

human

when compared

to

inferior senses; but in the brain

which
communication with the nostrils, are
conspicuous by their size, whilst in the higher animals they are quite insignificant. In the lower animals this sense is apparently the most important; one
might say, they scent their way through life. But
we know that with the human being the most delicious odors suggest nothing more than the source
from which they have originated; they excite the palate only and not the mechanism of the intellect.
In birds and reptiles, also, the relative development of the mid-brain and of the cerebellum is greatly
advanced beyond that of the fore-brain, and it is only
in mammals that the predominance of the fore-brain,
of the lowest vertebrates the olfactory lobes,

are in direct

the sphere of the intellect, over the organs of simple

at-

great

interest.

same hands,

the sloth

is

of

To

his ear the

human

voice

trip

to

Vera Cruz

I

procured a

pair of black tardos, full-grown and in a normal state

that the other parts greatly exceed

the parts, and

has given especial

frighten a pig, a goose, a frog,
but 3'ou cannot frighten or surprise a

of consciousness, remains, for the time being, so small

of all

compare

most endearing tones is a grunt et practerca
30U might as well appeal to the affections of a

nihil :

the higher classes of vertebrates

to

to identify his benefactor or to recognize his

cockroach.

in size; while in

who

sloths,

says:
" Though fed daily by the

Of these divisions the posterior ones, which control
the lower and indispensable functions of the animal

it

most instructive

construction of their brains, and upon this point a re-

the cerebellum, and the medulla oblongata.

be the organ

scarcely indicated,

the intelligence of these animals with the imperfect

in

to

water-moles,

very essential part

the corpus callosiim, a callous mass which unites

obligations in any way.

developed, while the anterior portion,

is

various divis-

the two hemispheres of the cerebrum.

as in

which we with good reason believe

(sloths), a

brain of higher animals

of the
viz,,

hind the other, termed, according to their locations,

first

in this instance

among the
mammals, e. g.,

the fore-brain, the intermediate brain, the mid-brain,

body, are

But even

noticeable.

opossums and edentates

.

l'(4.

A

same
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Translated far Th-^ Open Court

est vertebrate

Two

j

il

differences are perceptible

Part II

sentially the

21,

sense,

BY CARUS STERNE,

gan

JOURNAL

of Conciliating Religion ^A^ith Science.

I

could judge, but after a series of
I have to conclude that their in-

of self-preservation cannot be acted upon
through the medium of their optic or acoustic nerves.
They can distinguish their favorite food at a distance
of ten or twelve yards, and the female is not deaf, for

stinct

call of her mate from an adjoining
room; but the approach of a ferocious-looking dog
leaves her as calm as the sudden descent of a meataxe within an inch of her nose. The he-sloth witnessed the accidental conflagration of his couch with
the coolness of a veteran fireman. War-whoops do
not affect his composure, I tried him with Frenchhorn-blasts and detonating powder, but he would not
budge. One of my visitors exploded some pyrotechnic mixtures of wondrous colors and infernal odors,
but the tardo declined to marvel: he is a ;/// admirari
philosopher of an ultra-Horatian school,"*

she answers the

Not alone in the vertebrates does the brain plainly
show an ever-increasing development to higher forms,
and an unmistakable increase in mass; we find

also in the

individuals of a single species a similar change, prov-

ing an increase of intelligence, with time, in the same
'

F, L.

Oswald, Zoological Sketches. Lippincott

&

Co.,

THK OPEN
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genus. Thus most of the reptiles of the Secondary
Age possessed a much smaller brain than do their di-

of intelligence.

rect descendants of like size at the present day.

ularly in

the case of fossils and living animals of the

In

same

proved by impressions
taken of the brain-pan, which the brain completely
fills; the increase in direct descendants is thus seen to
be marked.
similar increase

famil)' a

The

is

investigations instituted within the last dec-

ade by O. C. Marsh, Filhol, and other palaeontologists,
concerning the skulls of tertiary mammals, have
proved beyond a doubt that the organ of psychical
activity, the size of which can be minutely determined
from skulls now extant, has developed with startling
rapidity

and oftentimes increased

in

greater degree than the body, with

keeps comparative pace. O. C.

size the brain generally

Marsh has been able

volume to a much
whose increase in

to

offer

a striking instance of

The

striking similarity of the struct-

ure of the brain in the higher

monkeys)

different parts of

dicate that

man

mammals (and

partic-

man, the homology of the
the brain proven by experiment, into that of

has inherited not only his other parts

and organs from the animal, but also his organ of intelligence, and that therefore his intelligence does not
differ from that of the animal in kind, but only in degree.
Were there any further doubt about it, it would
be dispelled by observing the development of the
brain in the human infant, which begins with the

same primitive forms

as those of the lowest verte-

brates, then increases,

and shortly before

birth bears

remarkably close resemblance to the brain of the
anthropoid. Preyer has demonstrated, in his excela

lent

work upon "The Soul

the intelligence of
birth;

and how

little

the
it

of the Infant,"

human being
exceeds that

of

is,

how limited
even

after

an intelligent

equine species, which are well known on
account of their appearance in great numbers during

animal when lacking a systematic education,
by savages in their lowest stages.

the entire tertiary age; the horse of the present age

we wish to be honest then, we must admit that
has brought with him from his former animal
existence the foundation of his present mental superior-

this in the

by almost

being connected

imperceptible degrees

five-toed

ancestor of the Eocene period,

which was related

to the tapir tribe, to-day so totally

with

its

different.

Now, while

veloped comparatively
in the tapir

which

structure that

it

is

in the horse the brain

much
so

has de-

faster than the body, yet

little

altered in

its

osseous

bears a greater resemblance to the

ancient equine than does any otherequine of the present
day, the brain has remained small,

and

is

quite in ac-

cordance with the limited intelligence of these animals.
An Indian tapir which has been closely observed in one
of the zoological gardens,

has indeed accustomed

itself

man in so far that it will follow him like
when he stops, is troubled if its com-

to the society of

a dog, will stop

panion should hide behind a tree-trunk, gives vent to
its delight by sidling up to him when he reappears,
but yet is unable to distinguish its friend from any
stranger, and will go through the same performance
with any one who will take the trouble to try it. Its
intelligence seems to correspond with its pre-historic
brain in dimensions; it has recognized that man in
general is worthy of emulation and that he is inclined
to be a friendly playmate, but it is incapable of distinguishing one of these two-legged beings from
another.

While the

tapir

is

a fair representative of the

average intelligence of mammals of the Eocene period,
the brains of its near relatives have in the intervening
ages doubled, tripled, yes, even tenfold increased in
and, what

perhaps most remarkable in the
development is not
uniform in all parts of the brain but is confined
principally to the two hemispheres of the cerebrum,
which all modern psychologists believe to be the seat
size,

matter

is,

is

that their extraordinary

is

proven

If

man

man does not, in either form or
exceed that of his nearest relative in
the animal world, as does the brain of the mammal of
the present age exceed that of its early tertiary ancestors.
The animal period has thus afforded the instrument for a development beyond the point attained by
the animal, and it is probable that at the present time
it works according to the same fundamental laws as
it did formerly, and that however much the present
progress may be in advance of the average former
development, these advantages have been gained only
ity.

The

brain of

size so greatly

by bringing into the light of consciousness internal
processes which had before been at work in the dark,
and thus making them accessible to observation and
These processes and the art of language,
refinement.
which so greatly fashioned the realm of thought, necessitated, we may assume, the enlargement of the two
frontal hemispheres of the human brain; but it was a
question of the development of an already existing
structure, planned with regard to the minutest details,
and not of a new structure.
We cannot, therefore, recognize any essential difference between human and animal thought, even in
the' above mentioned probable difference; the line of
division is very uncertain, and they who deny that the
animal possesses consciousness err quite as much as
they who attribute to it an intellectual capacity equal
When we observe how animals, devoid
to their own.
of all consciousness, are able to assert themselves in
the struggle of existence quite as well as those that
act with the greatest deliberation, the question forces
itself

upon us whether consciousness

in its first

obscure

THE OPEN
phases

is

not a mere attendant

and whether

phenomenon

of

Hfe,

not a self-deception to regard the

is

it

product of development, as having a

ego, that latest

separate and independent existence, and to believe
the organ upon which it after all
be dependent. It must engender a
mistrust in us to find this proud subject constrained
to admire its own doings, simply because it cannot
trace their origin or even comprehend it.
It is a
melancholy truth that our best ideas are brought to
light in very much the same way, as a fisher, throwing
out his line at random, suddenly draws forth a speckled
trout.
This very fact alone, that our intellect is unable
to comprehend its own action and processes, ought to
warn us to seek its origin, not in higher and loftier
spheres, but in low and limited circumstances.
that

it

proves

controls

to

itself

who have ever

All those

closely observed themacknowledge the justice of

selves while thinking will

the proposition

he suggests

"

had better say
ens

"

or "

it

made by

The new

storms."

know where

saying

it

all

startling fact is that

it

idea generally comes

we do

The cause

of this

was physically conceived

first

sciousness) only after

"it light-

our consciousness,

has come from.

physical organ, and

its

when

"I think," we

we say

thinks,"* just as

it

so suddenly that, with

not

the witty Lichtenberg,

instead of

that,

came

to light

We

completion.

e.

(i.

in the

to con-

know from

experiences in dream-life that the organ continues
operations without conscious stimulus, and

when

its

not

under vigilant control, it will even form the boldest
combinations. There are then " unconscious ideas "
just as there are "slumbering recollections;" consciousness of the operations of the brain is not an
indispensable necessity, it is not their constant companion, and there are many persons whose actions
are altogether the result not of clear and conscious
deliberation but of vague impulses.
They act in
accordance with their entire character or, we might
say, with their brain-constitution, without asking
themselves why they act so, and without the thought
ever occurring to them that they might act otherwise.

With regard to dreams we are more willing to
admit the passive part we play in the operations of the
brain.
We also unwillingly acknowledge our impotency to clearly remember or define what

vague

"it appears to

memory we
short, the

me," or

say:

ego

is

"

it is

on the

tip of

it

will,

it

must

rider borne

my

not a sovereign ruler in

how and what

inspiration "

and await

but a

is

seems to me,"
a name has escaped our
say: "it

in professional thinkers

cannot think

and

we
when

recollection; thus

" the

tongue."
its

and even

higher

";

by an obstinate steed, and obliged
al " It

Thinks "

in

No. 22 of

Th

it

in poets

" list to the

hour of ecstacy

In

palace,

it is

a

to let

COURT.
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him whither

it

will,

unable

to

com-

it.

we do not think
found m dreams from which we
are awakened by a sudden noise.
A generally very
clever rider, whose steed, however, carries him unnecessarily far into labyrinthian mysteries has recently
made use of these dreams to prove thereby the depth
of the human soul-life.
Because in certain conditions
of excitability we think and dream faster than usual,
because the noise which awakens us from slumber
rapidly arouses in us a phantasy which the sound
itself seems to complete,
Du Prel concludes that
there is also a transcendental, super-human kind of
thought in man which is not dependent upon the
material nerve apparatus, and therefore does not
require the length of time that a nerve-act generally
It is far more probable, however, that there is
does.
very good proof of the fact that

but "are thought"

much

not so

is

time required for illogical dream com-

binations, for

vague recollections,

etc.,

as for logical

thought and systematic efforts of memory, and that
we deceive ourselves in imagining that we are suddenly awakened from a dream which we must comWe probably never awaken
plete before awakening.
from a deep dream to full consciousness suddenly; on
the contrary, we calmly continue and complete our
dream before fully awakening. Yes, we sometimes
unconsciously finish the dream, and the apparent

suddenness then lies only in the fact that we become
suddenly conscious of the dream which has lain buried
in the memory, just as we may suddenly recall our
entire past life; for it is not a case of forming new
one of reviving existing recollections.
However, it is not our intention to assert here

ideas, but

that the operations of

ent in the

first

human

the

altogether comprehensible

intellect

phenomenon;

it is

are an
at pres-

stages of self-comprehension, and

it

attempt to explain that which is
itself difficult to understand, by something still more
The worst chase of all is the chase of the
difficult.
will

do well not

will-o'-the-wisp.

to

'

THE ANiESTHETIC REVELATION.
BY XENOS

CL.-\RK.

Dr. Felix Oswald's account, in No. 38, of the drugs
which- artificially stimulate various emotions, does not

include sulphuric ether, probably from want of space.
a few years it has been discovered that this

Within

anaesthetic often produces a

most singular

effect

on

experimenter who has taken
" anesthetic
it, giving rise to what has been called the
revelation."
Just as the experimenter recovers from
the anaesthetic, and before wide-awake consciousness
fully returns, he has an intense perception of what
the

mind

seems

to

of the patient or

him

at the time the

philosophic secret of
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existence

— the true explanation of the universe.

and

long,

of the

in spite

last

sciousness, he finds himself unable to do so, but

awe by

left full of

his strange experience,

is

and wonder

at the nearness of the solution which for so

many ages

The present brief
has been sought so far afield.
account has been gathered from the literature of the
Mr. Benj. Paul Blood,
subject, which grows yearly.
Y., the discoverer of the phe•of Amsterdam, N.
nomenon,

made

originally

it

known

to psychologists

in a pamphlet entitled The Amzsthetic Revelation, and

he has since discussed its philosophical bearings in
the Journal of Speculative Philosophy, January, 1886.
The most scientific account appears in the Therapeutic
Gazette for August, 1886, where Dr. Geo. E. Shoe-

maker

of

Philadelphia

After Ether-Inhalation."

relates

Mind

his

" Recollections

discusses

it

in Vol.

Dr. Oliver Wendell
IV, p. 345, and Vol. VII, p. 206.
Holmes mentions the experiment in his " Mechanism

Mind and Morals" (p. 46); a letter from the poet
Tennyson concerning his own experience has recentl}^
reached the press; and valuable newspaper accounts
of the phenomenon may be found in the New York
Tribune, September 3, 1886, the New York Evening
Post, October 30, 1886, and the Utica Herald, Septemof

ber

15, 1886.

The
:gives

abstract, philosophic nature of the ether

dream

a special interest to students of philosophy

it

.and psychology.

By

its

intensely specific character

it

from the opium or hashish hallucinaThe opium-eater may dream of a thousand diftion.
ferent things; but the ether patient invariably has one
fixed impression, a belief that the ultimate secret and

differs entirely

of existence stands revealed to him as
knowledge never has and never could reveal it.

explanation
finite

The

singular thing

to a

man who

is

that this impression

may happen

has never given one thought to phil-

osophy, and whose mind therefore is devoid of material for this impression.
This fact^ and the specific
likeness of effect of the ether on

all

who have made

some psychologists to declare
considering the phenomenon a

the experiment, has led
the impossibility of

throw a large piece of dough, the burnt
when mother said:
" Bake bread also of this part of the dough; we

just going to

offering, into the fire,*

subject's strongest effort to

out into wide-awake con-

"revelation"

carry the

This

though intense, does not

singular impression,

offering

bread to the poor and thy heart to God!"
III.

THE CONSPIRACY.
My grandmother, who lived to be over ninety years
of age, retained a degree of bodily and mental vigor
which was truly marvelous at such an age. But as
time, however gracious and lenient it might be, will
like a mighty sovereign upon his vassals
impose upon
us some tribute, and were it only as a sign of our dependence and submission, the poor old lad}', too, had
to pay a tax to this all-powerful Sovereign.
It consisted in the weakness growing on her in her high old

—

age of allowing her usual love of cleanliness to be-

become exaggerated and morbid.

herself.
Thus she objected to eating any bread not
kneaded by her own hands, and resolved to make the
bread for our household herself. In vain did mother
try to dissuade her from it; in vain my eldest sister
offered to do the work under her direction, at the
same time, partly in joke, partly in earnest, holding
up her extremely delicate white little hands for examit

ination; the old lady persisted in her resolution.

Then we all entered into a great conspiracy against
grandmother. She was allowed to knead the dough,
which she invariably did in the evening shortly before
going to bed; but as soon as she had retired we children gave a signal to mother or eldest sister, and the
actual kneading then began for, poor grandmother,
how could, we have told her! Poor grandmother had

—

not the strength to knead all the dough in the capacious trough for our numerous family.

That is the only conspiracy I ever took part in and
pray to God that if ever I participate in another it
should not have a less good object, nor leave behind
it less agreeable recollections.
I

AGNOSTICISM AND RELIGION.

dream, and to claim place for it as genuine philosophic
Further and more accurate experimenting
will throw clearer light on what is one of the most

known

to

modern psychology.

PARABLES.
Translated from the Arabian by

Henry Byron.

II.

THE BREAD OFFERING.
I was one day playing in the
kitchen when mother entered.
The new cook, who was busy baking bread, was
In

my

childhood

She began showing

an aversion to any food, for the preparation of which
the hands had to be directly used, unless she prepared

A DISCUSSION OF

in.'^ight.

singular discoveries

give

it to the poor.
It is thus that the breadhas always been offered up in my house.
Listen, m}' daughter, to what I tell thee: Give thy

will

THE FIELD-INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

In Dr. Johannes Ranke's most excellent work on

anthropologyf

man and mankind

are

compared

to a

wave. A wave appears to the eye as a material unit.
Its form travels along on the surface of the water, ever
one and the same; but its substance is constantly
changing. It is the mere expression of a number of
rhythmical motions, and there are not two consecutive
*A practice comtnon with inany Oriental nations,
Dr. Johannes Ranke; DerMensch, \i. i.

j-

(The Translator.)
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same. The drops which one moment are seized by
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only to pass through and leave the body, whose form

and the same wave. Single human
individuals are not separate independent beings. Their
likes and dislikes, their characters and personalities
can be accounted for in and through the transmission
of ideas.
From this point of view adversaries appear
as counterparts which do not exist but for one another
and through one another. An idea may pass through
the most different and antagonistic phases, even
through its own negation, and yet remain one and the
same idea. It is created by the same cause and will
take its course through all differentiations in the regu-

continues and appears to the unknowing as the same

lar evolution of all its forms.

material unit.

Hegel formulated one law of the intellectual development of ideas as thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.
The solution of a problem is attempted by some
philosophers in one way, while others try the very opposite method; then a third party comes and proposes
The Eleatic school conceived abto combine both.
stract existence as unchangeable, eternal, and immuThey proved that even an arrow in its flight
table.
was at rest. Heraclitus on the contrary taught the
eternal restlessness and mutability of existence in his
famous axiom: wdvra pa, "all is in motion." Plato succeeded in combining these contradictions in his Doctrine of Ideas, which in the perpetual flow of life
represent the unchangeable forms of existence.
The truth that adversaries are but two aspects of
one and the same movement has been realized by political leaders.
A political movement wants opposiThose issues
tion for the sake of its own existence.
are dead which meet with heedless indifference and a

the
the

approaching wave, rise in the next to its crest and
then glide gently back on the other side of the billow
to the quiet surface of the ocean.

The body

of the

wave

formed by the atoms

is

of

water which enter into and pass through the wave.
Similarly the

human

body, like a wave of water,

is

a

certain form of rhythmical motions. Material elements,

the air

we

breathe, the food

we

The same simile is true
The activity of the human
onward

take, are seized upon,

of

mankind

race, as

as a whole.

we observe

it

in

huge wave over the surface
of the habitable globe.
It incorporates and transforms
the organic materials in its way only to give them
back to the ocean of organic substance from which
they were taken. In the onward course of human
evolution, the generations of which it consists rise
into existence and sink back as the wave of humanity
rolls on. The generation of to-day is different from the
generations of former centuries, but humanity is one
continuous whole throughout all of them. It began with
the origin of life on our planet and its onward movement will continue as long as the organic substance of
the earth will afford sufficient material to renew its
history, rolls

like a

form.

The

changeabilit\' of form constitutes

what we

call

Evolution indeed means 'change of form

evolution.

stituents of one

according to certain laws.'

Laws of form are geometdemonstrable and laws of the changes of form
can be ultimately accounted for with mathematical

great politician advised his partisans

ricall}'

find opposition to create opposition.

precision.

who wage

From
ment

this point of

of the

human

view the intellectual develop-

race,

is

the

sum

total of certain

ideas which are transmitted from one generation to

These

ideas, the rhythmical undulations of
wave, travel along over the ocean of the
human mind and seize upon the coming generations
whose intellectual life they form. But as the form of
a billow changes in its course, as it increases and
reaches its climax in the foam and tumult of the breaking surge, so too have ideas their history; they develop
and grow and pass away; they heave and swell in a
ceaseless struggle until they sink back into the depths
from which they have risen.
From this point of view, the swelling and sinking,
the rising and falling, the current and the undertow,
do not appear as two different things which perchance
have met, and being of a different nature counteract
one another; from this point of view they appear
as a unity
as two stages of one and the same undulation or motion and as two complementary con-

another.

a spiritual

—

A

dim recognition

They

they did not

induced those
to do honor to
that they honor

of this truth has

the battles of intellectual

each other.
themselves

if

instinctively feel

life

honoring their adversaries. And this is
easily explained since their adversaries are real parts
The ideas in the brains of opponents
of themselves.
have been produced by the same cause; they attempt
to solve the

in

same problem and they merely represent
The one must contend with the
both are merged into a new form. The di-

opposed aspects.
other, until

rective principles of both, notwithstanding their

ir-

reconcilable enmity, are preserved; the contradictory

elements disappear and from the fusion of two onesided truths a

From

new and

greater truth

ation the articles of the Rev.

Hon.

W.

is

born.

this objective standpoint of scientific observ-

Henry M. Field and the

E. Gladstone on the one side, and Col. R. G.

Ingersoll on the other, do not appear as opinions of
which the one must be true and the other must be
false; they appear as the expressions of one and the
same idea in two aspects. It is the thesis and the antiThe
thesis, the positive statement and its negation.
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one has been written to antagonize and contradict the
other; but truly it would not exist without the other;
And as the wave of
it exists because of the other.
the religious idea passes onward over the great
ocean of human development, both will merge into
one and give rise to a new form of the same old
religious idea

which

will represent its synthesis,

com-

bining in a higher union the truth of both statements.

The

contest

is

not a personal duel between Mr.

Gladstone and Col. Ingersoll, it is an ideal conflict and
behind the champions stand millions who are represented by the one or the other. We have learned from
the published articles that the two parties are as different as can be; one party means to annihilate the
other, and looks upon it as the exponent of unspeakable absurdity and arrogance.
It has always been the rule for the believer to call
the unbeliever names, and the latter has never hesiCol. Ingersoll has
tated to repay him with ridicule.
been regarded as a flippant blasphemer artd a superficial scoffer while
Ingersollians
freely speak of
clergymen as hypocrites and impostors. The champions on both sides of this recent controversy happily
refrain from direct personal insults.
But we are told
from the one side that Mr. Field is glad to know his
adversary, "even though some of his brethren look
upon him as a monster because of his unbelief." And
from the other side we are informed that the believer
is superstitious; he is addicted to convictions which
are designated as the infamy of infamies and devoted
to a most unnatural and cruel deity.
A serious attempt is made by both parties to treat one another
"with due respect and consideration, but neither can
the believer suppress his contempt for reckless unbe'

'

lief

—unbelief

reckless

offending

in

the

feelings

of

others, nor can the unbeliever disguise his hatred of

other hand

free-thinkers

are too

much inclined to
men who live

picture the clergy as a hypocritical set of

upon the folly and ignorance of their fellow beings.
Both parties are in this respect narrow and wrong, for

know

the orthodox believers should

that the heretic

as a rule has pure motives for his dissent,

men who

and their labor, and
and sorrow-laden, who
are true pastors of their congregation and faithful
physicians of the soul, attending on those who are in
need of their care.
The clergyman who unjustly suspects the infidel
of bad motives does not promote true religion, he
panders to prejudice and injures religion; and the freethinker who reviles religious people as fools or hypocrites does not enhance truth and free thought, he
devote

their time,

all

prevents the progress of radical free-thought
ting an

example

of

sessed opinion.

But an honest and amicable exchange of opinion,
must be well understood does not mean peace; it
means fight, an honest fight for the sake of truth.
And by our explanatory remarks on the principles at
stake we do not wish to stop the fight but to call attention to its importance and prepare the minds of
bystanders to judge impartially and to sympathize
with the champions on both sides.
Ingersoll and his adversaries are wonderfully alike.
They are alike in the style and pathos of their diction,
in their method of reasoning and in the zeal for their
cause.
But substantially also they agree on the most
essential points; they teach the same ethics, and
they declare that they have no positive knowledge
about God or a future life and cannot have any.

it

Mr. Field became personally acquainted with-Col.

Presbyterians, but he hates Presbyterianism.

within his breast.
all

'
'

both parties are

much more like one another

than they are themselves aware of. Both belong to
one another, and as soon as the one shall pass away
the other party must go also, not to disappear entirely
but only to reappear, the one reconciled to the other,
the one being transformed and purified through the
other, in a nobler and grander synthesis.

The

first

step in solving the great religious prob-

b)' set-

judging others from a prepos-

Ingersoll and found out that two souls

In spite of this hatred and contempt, in spite of

free-

their interest to the afflicted

the existing creeds; certainly he does not hate the

•difference,

and the

thinker could easily be informed that there are clergy-

I

He

could not reconcile the two,

Ingersoll (as in the

must reside

says:

most of

Robert
two men, who were not
the other the one gentle and

till

I reflected that in

us) there are

—

only distinct, but contrary the one to
sweet-tempered; the other delighting'in war as his native element.
Between the two, I have a decided preference for the former. I

have no dispute with the quiet and peaceable gentleman, whose
kindly spirit makes sunshine in his home; but it is that other man
over yonder, who comes forward into the arena like a gladiator,
defiant and belligerent, fhat rouses my antagonism."
If

Col. Ingersoll

became acquainted

in a similar

way

lems must consist in an amicable exchange of opinion;
and this amicable exchange must rest on the confidence that both parties are honest in their convictions
and that both have something to say. Clergymen are
but too prone to denounce the unbeliever from the

with an earnest Christian, he also would find two souls

pulpit; the infidel rejects belief, they say, because he

Palestine" he "gladly pays the tribute of his admir-

wants

ation and his tears."

live

to free himself

the licentious

from moral authority

life

of

a libertine.

in order to

And on

the

in his breast,

Christ himself

and indeed Col. Ingersoll states that
And, strange to say,
is such a man.

the belligerent Ingersoll also gives preference to the
gentle Jesus.

ersoll severely

"

To

that great

And

and serene peasant

at the

same

of

time. Col. Ing-

censures the belligerent reformer

who

^
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has said: "I come
sword."
This similarity of

not

peace

bring

to

but

a

to hide

— man

needs the assistance of

Humor

senses should be awake.

predilection

the

the gen-

of
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his faculties.

all

All the

should carry a torch, Wit should

sudden light, Candor should hold the scales, Reason, the
should put his royal stamp on every fact, and Memwith a miser's care, should keep and guard the mental

give

its

final arbiter,

tle

soul in other people's

bosoms prevents both Mr.

Field and Col. Ingersoll from appreciating the militant and warlike character of their opponents.

If

Mr.

Ingersoll were attached to any religious creed, he also
(like the gentle Jesus)

would have turned the mone}'-

who bought and

changers and those

temple, the house of prayer; and

if

sold, out of the

Mr. Field were an

unbeliever like Col. Ingersoll, would not he also denounce the belief of the orthodox as monstrously immoral and their deity as a personification of vices? We

ory,

"

beg of you not to pollute the soul of childhood, not to furrow the cheeks of mothers, by preaching a creed that should be
the coffin.

on the other trouble much about arguments. They are
satisfied with assertions, and each one easily tears the
counter-assertions of his eneni)' to pieces by giving
some imperceptible turn to the words of his adversar}' and deriving therefrom the most absurd conse-

to

madness the mothers whose

of those

husband who would desert

(!)

and
Ingersoll "he

his wife,"

Mr. Field infers that according to Col.
sacrifices his life for a faith, or an idea

who

is

a fool,"

and that "family life" must wither under his " cold
sneer."* There are innumerable insinuations of a similar kind on both sides and indeed both parties make
for this special purpose an enemy of straw and belabor

What

him soundly.

Christianity

thinkers but

abandon

please

will

many prepossessed

free-

his faith, for Christianity is not

Ingersoll depicts

it

in his

articles.

And Mr.

Field

ma}' be comforted for the sake of civilization and so" the destructive creed or no creed " does not

ciety

—

take awa}' " the support of morality."
unbelief

is

more moral than the

Mr. Ingersoll's

belief of

many

a good

Christian.

Mr. Gladstone

is

very indignant about the

flip-

pancy, the lack of calmness and sobriety which are

But he

*

*

forgets that Col. Ingersoll pays in the

Col. Ingersoll is

one

thinkers to use the most effective weapons of the
clergy against their churches and creeds.
soll's

diction

teacher,

it

is

words and the

is

Col. Inger-

I

brilliancy of his style

sive than his arguments.

The flow of his
are more impres-

How beautiful are passages

such as the following:
In the search for truth

of great joy

—

to the verge of

'

to catch the souls of

*

—
— the spreading of pinions to soar, or
wings — the
or the set of a sun, or an

beginning, or end, of a day,
the folding forever of
endless

rise

that brings rapture and love to every one."

life,

Is the diction of these passages that of

who

or the rapture of a seer

is full

argument
and
music and

of his subject

carries his hearers along with the stream of

poetry in his utterance?

in

When Gretchen asked Faust whether he believed
God, he answers her with these beautiful words:
Who

can name him, and, knowing what he says,

Say, "

I

And who can

believe him?"

And, with self-violence,

Hardening

The

Thee?

Am

his heart, say,

feel.

conscious wrong

"I believe Him

not!"

All-embracing, All-sustaining One,

Say, doth

And
And
The

to

He

not embrace, sustain, include

— Me? — Himself? — Bends not the sky above?

earth on which

we

are,

is it

not firm?

over us with constant kindly smile.
sleepless stars keep everlasting watch!
I

not here gazing into thine eyes?

And does

not

All, that

is.

Seen and Unseen, mysterious All
Around thee and within.
Untiring agency.

Press on thy heart and mind?

—

and when thou art
Fill thy whole heart with it
Lost in this blissful consciousness
Then call it what thou wilt.
Happiness!
I

have no name for

— heart! — love! — God!
— Feeling
is all;

it

Name, sound and smoke

Dimming

the glow of heaven!

Gretchen hears only the music

of his

answers:
mental pathat everything in nature seems

"Solemnity need not be carried
ralysis.

tidings

'

have said a thousand times, and I say again, that we do
we cannot say, whether death is a wall or a door the

not that of a logician or a patient

that of a preacher.

on the pallid faces

Pity the erring, wayward, suffer-

idea of immortality, that,

not know,

same

of the first free-

tears are falling

died in unbelief.

as love kisses the lips of death.

coin as scientists have been accustomed to be paid by
theologians.

the cradle as terrible as

like a sea, has ebbed and
human heart, with its countless waves of hope
and fear beating against the shores and rocks of time and fate,
was not born of any book, nor of any creed, nor of any religion.
It was born of human affection, and it will continue to ebb and
flow beneath the mists and clouds of doubts and darkness as long

the discussion of important questions.

essential in

make

flowed in the

Ingersoll says against

induce no believing Christian to
such as Col.

will

it

Col.

who

"The

'

any

not

weeping world. Do not proclaim as
an Infinite Spider is weaving webs

ing,

'

offered a reward not only in this world but in another

Do

I

—

Col. Ingersoll for instance says, "that Christ

quences.

Preach,

pray you, the gospel of intellectual Hospitality
the liberty of thought and speech.
Take from loving hearts
the awful fear.
Have mercy on your fellow men. Do not drive

men.

Neither the champions on the one side, nor those

to

I

shrieked in a mad-house.

that

believe they would.

*

*

*

gold.

This

is all

good and

right;

The

priest says pretty

But

in

much

words somewhat

the same.

different.

words and
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The

case

quite similar with

is

He

Mr. Ingersoll.

sets forth the cause of unbelief after the

zealous and enthusiastic preacher.

methods

of a

Instead of ad-

vancing arguments he intoxicates with poetry, and
theologians should be the last to blame him for that.
The most prominent theologians have been flippant so
far as scientific facts were concerned which they
could not reconcile to their views. We do not say this
to censure them, but to state a fact; and we do not
speak of inconsiderable men, but of the most prominent in history, men who command the respect of
both parties, the free-thinkers and the orthodox. One
citation may serve for many.
Luther said about
Copernicus, the famous canon of Frauenburg;
'
'

to

Mention was made of a contemporary aslrologus who claimed

prove that the earth moved and turned about, but not the

Heavens, nor the Firmament, nor Sun, nor Moon; just as when
is seated in a wagon or on a boat and is in motion, and

a person

still and at rest while the earth and trees do
and be in motion. But the whole matter is just
this; whensoever a person means to be smart, he must perforce
make up something of his own, which has to be the best that is,
just as he makes it.
This fool will upset the whole Science
Asiroiiomice.
But the Holy Scriptures tell us, Joshua bade the
Sun stand still and not the Earth."*

fancies he

seem

is sitting

to pass along

We

have never doubted Luther's greatness, but
all the strength of his character which enabled him
to become the great Reformer of the Church does not
acquit him of having shared the one great theological
fault of sometimes being flippant with great truths.
Copernicus had devoted a whole life-time to the study
of astronomy, but Luther " disposed in half an hour "f
of an}' astronomical

problem.

Col. Ingersoll is too hasty in

adopted

this

method

of

keen sarcasm and active ag-

gressiveness from his theological adversaries.

I

saw a beautiful

girl

— a Paralytic,

and

yet her brave and cheerful spirit shone over the wreck and ruin of

her body like morning on the desert.

We read in Mr. Field's letter on page 138 the
lowing passage:
"Take

What would

I

think of

What would

earthly hope?

I

think of myself, should

with

life,

I

from her who, being incurably

take
ill,

away the com-

has to resign

all

"

should

I

all

woman by

of

promsink down,
the

'

—

—

Such a story about the seduction

—pale, " beautiful even
carry

it

of a beautiful girl

her sorrow

—

excites our compassion, so

the purpose.

Certainly

never

"

The argument

away popular audiences.

zero, but
for

in

in

it is

serviceable

serviceable for the

is

it

it is

fails to

contrary also, and Col. Ingersoll does not hesitate to

use the same subject and addresses his opponent with
these words:

"You have
God

ever by a

taught that this poor

girl

of infinite compassion.

may be tormented

This

is

not

all

for-

you

that

You have said to the seducer, to the betrayer, to the
one who would not listen to her bewailing cry who would not
even stretch forth his hand to catch her fluttering garments you
have said to him: Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and you shall
be happy forever; you shall live in the realm of infinite delight,
from which you can, without a shadow falling upon your face, observe the poor girl, your victim, writhing in the agonies of hell."

—

—

of the

great Athenian orators noticing that

the jurors did not pay any attention to his logical ar-

gument, suddenly changed the subject and told them
The sleepers
a story about the shadow of a donkey.
awoke and listened. Pulpit orators know what effect
stories have. And the moral drawn is easily made to fit
the circumstances.

The

zeal with

which the preacher propounds his
him to bold affirmations that seem

to afford a plausible basis for his views.

makes him prone

This rashness

to take truths for granted

other spheres will overturn his

send the blood through

A man

alas! too sadly frequent.

'

tenets easily leads

But Col. Ingersoll continues:
"What would I think of myself, had
to

fol-

and then casts her off, leaving her to
down, through every degree of misery and shame, till she is lost
in the depths which plummet never sounded, and disappears.
Is
he not to suffer for this poor creature's ruin? Can he rid himself
from it by fleeing beyond
the bourne from whence no traveler
returns?" Not unless he can flee from himself: for in the lowest
depths of the under-world a world in which the sun never
shines that image will still pursue him
As he wanders in its
gloomy shades, a pale form glides by him like an affrighted ghost.
The face is the same, beautiful even in its sorrow, but with a look
upon it as of one who has already suffered an eternity of woe. In
an instant all the past comes back again. He sees the young unblessed mother wandering in some lonely place, that only the
heavens may witness her agony and her despair. There he sees
her holding up in her arms the babe that had no right to be born,
and calling upon God to judge her betrayer. How far in the
future must he travel to forget that look? Is there any escape except by plunging into the gulf of annihilation?"

my-

Dr. Field would continue:
"

—

ise of his love,

self,—

fort of religion

another case

pleasure betrays a young, innocent, trusting

One

Preachers have the habit of appealing to their
hearers' sympathies rather than to their reason. They
picture pitiful sights and touch the hearts of their
listeners.
We read on p. 493;
" Only the other day

picture does not prove anything, neither
Mr. Field, nor in favor of Col. Ingersoll.

have taught.

forming his opinion on certain subjects, if he forms his opinion in accordance with pet prejudices, he certainly shares this
fault with his enemies, and has, perhaps, unconsciously
If

The sad
in favor of

which

own arguments.

in

An

orator does not expect any one of his audience to
I

the

power by a word

her withered limbs freighted again

rise

and point out

makes him

his inconsistencies

careless.

If

and

this security

the great preacher of free-

thought. Col. Ingersoll, in his fervid enthusiasm com-

refuse?"

mits similar mistakes, his opponents kindly offer to
Translated from Luther's
+

Mr. Gladstone's remark,

Tischrettcii,
p. 499,

upon

Ed. Walcli,

p. 22C0.

Col. Ingersoll's

methods

take the mote out of his eye and forget that the}'

THE OPEN
carry beams in their own. We cannot here extract the
beam from the eye of dualistic reHgion,but we feel compelled to show by a few instances what is meant by
the mote in Col. Ingersoll's eyes, tor motes are not
so easily detected as beams.

We

Col. Ingersoll says: "
think in spite of ourselves " and " no one can justly be held responsible
"
for his thoughts," (p. 476), for " belief is a result

and "the

will

But

633.)

man

is

cannot knowingly change evidence" (p.
not action a result also? And could a
character with a certain

of a certain

amount

of

knowledge and in a certain condition act otherwise
than he does. Certainly he cannot and yet he must

much

be held as
Ingersoll

responsible for his actions as Col.

for the articles

is

he has written.

can act otherwise than he does,

if

we

A man

influence his

character or add to his knowledge or change the conditions in

some way, but then again

his action will be

a result, and he will be responsible for
free choice,

which means

if

it,

was his
emanated

if it

the result has

from his character.

A man

is

thought of a

man

responsible

man

is

for

his

thought, for the

the character of the man;

it is

the

a

man

is

not responsible for his opinion, he

is

" The scales turn in spite of
all responsible.
him who watches." But the scales of our opinion contain our own likes and dislikes. Our opinion is formed

not at

under their influence and
character.

himself:

is

the

exponent

our

of

Col. Ingersoll says in just contradiction to
"

What would

the opinion of a

man

without

passions, affections or fancies be worth?"

For the purpose of undermining the moral value of
honest error. Col. Ingersoll declares that: "Acts are
good, or bad, according to their consequences, and not
It would
by no means be strange if occasionally he should
maintain the contrary. Not the man who unintentionally shoots his brother is a murderer, but he who
nourishes the hateful crime in his bosom, who takes
his aim but misses.
The failure of a criminal plot
does not make the evil-doer good, and cannot justify

according to the intentions of the actor."

his act.

Whether the English judges in the Popish plot
gave judgment in accordance with their opinions and
whether Napoleon expressed his real opinion when
he justified himself for the assassination of the Due
d'Enghien, are historical questions which if definitely decided

may

be used as instances of the moral

responsibility or irresponsibility of our actions.
Mr.
Ingersoll declares: " If you (Mr. Gladstone) answer

these questions in the affirmative, you admit that

I

am

If you answer in the negative, you admit that
you are wrong." Is not this dilemma much like the
game: "heads I win, tails you lose!" And is not

right.

sweeping way

this

of

1047
arguing

much like the

dialectics of

from the early fathers down to
modern daj^s. Thus, we are told by Augustine that only
the Christian has virtues, for the pagans are either
downright vicious or, if they have virtues like the
noble Greeks and Romans of antiquity, their virtues
are burnished vices.
This way of reasoning which
leaves only the dilemma " either I am right or you are
wrong," has been acquired by pulpit orators who
are sure that their auditors heartily concur in ever)'
word they say. And is it not natural that an anticlerical orator should adopt the methods of his adecclesiastical preachers

versaries?

How

have free-thinkers been depicted in
people who can never enjoy a
happy and blissful moment in their lives. Only
a true Christian heart, Luther thought, can be
right merry and joyful, and only a faithful believer
can die in peace. Now we are told that "the Church
has always despised the man of humor." But how does
this agree with the fact that the jolliest men we have
ever met have been Roman Catholic clergymen? It is
true that the gloomy Puritan type is prevalent among
often

pulpit

the

as

the clergy of this country, but

himself.

If

COURT.

it is

well

known

that in

Europe the happiest and merriest family
The same
of an idyllic village parsonage.

continental
that

life is
is

true of the observance of Sunday.

The orthodox

gloomy only in England, in the English
The Christians of Conticolonies and in America.
nental Europe, Catholics and Protestants, and the
early Christians too, have always looked upon the
Jewish Sabbath as an institution which had been
overruled by Christ's word: " That the Son of man is
Lord also of the Sabbath."* And even pious but liberal Jews of to-day look upon the strict observance
of the Sabbath as a custom, the enforcement of which
has been beneficent in a remoter time but is now no
Sabbath

is

longer necessary.

Both Dr. Field and Col. Ingersoll do not look
problems from the impartial standpoint

religious

at
of

Their discussion is not the co-operation
two truthseekers who approach one common goal
from different sides. It is rather a fight, and Col. Inthe scientist.
of

gersoll confesses

it

in his letter to

Mr. Field:

ought to soften my colors, and that my
words would be more weighty if not so strong. Do you desire
Do you really wish me to
that I should add weight to my words?
succeed? If the commander of one army should send word to the
general of the other that his men were firing too high, do you
'

'

You

say that

I

think the general would be mislead? Can you conceive of his
changing his orders by reason of the message?"

Both parties fight and they both fight for the
For the sake of truth it is not advisable for

truth.

either to " soften his colors."
^

See Luke

lan

'

is

fi,

3

—

5.

The

And

the truth

is

that not

context plainly proves that the expression

not limited to the person of Christ.

'

Son
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only in their methods of fighting but also in the substance of their beliefs they agree more than appears

But when the creed of Christianity
Breaks down, it merely is the husk, which shows

They fully agree that of the subject
about which they fight, no one either has or can have
any definite knowledge. Agnosticism is the common
ground upon which both parties stand. Col. Ingersoll confesses his ignorance on the subject and Mr.
Gladstone praises his wisdom for doing so. The difference between the two parties is merely that the
one believes because we have (as they think) no posi-

The

evil fate of transient vanity.

Out

of the bursting

at first sight.

A FABLE.

A

FISH who was of the unfortunate sort,
And always complaining a habit unwise,

knowledge of the subject, and the other party
Col. Inthe very same reason rejects all belief.
says:
"

" He's got

do not say that a God does not exist, neither do I say
that there can
exist; but I say that I do not know
be no evidence to my mind of the existence of such a being."
I

And

He

—

God does

that a

in a similar

manner he does not deny

"The
'
'

belief in immortality

The hope

of immortality

Sobbed the

is

far older than Christianity."

is

the great oak round which have

heart."

world

is

" the

a mystery," and " every thing in nature

equally mj'sterious,"

enough
mind is

if

But

to

become an explanation

so that

man

" (p. 486), if

cannot grasp the idea of an

consider

it

God

down

in

of tra-

weak

bow
problem which we

If the agnostic side were the
on religious questions, then certainly there would be no use in discussing the subject.
But the fact is we can know something about religion and religious truths; we can find out what is
true and what is false.

are too

ultimatum

to solve.

of science

(

To he concluded.

)

IDOLS.
BY

*

*

*

The charming fairy-tales, which gently soothe
Our childhood's easy griefs, must melt awa}';
And sad Reality will soon disma}'
The bright phantasmal idols of our youth.
But from them our

Ideals spring! Forsooth

The childish frolic doth the man display.
As fruit grows, whilst the blossom must decay,
Thus from romantic errors springs the truth.
He says: " Science can only go a
beyond which we come into the sphere of the unknown, where all

* Mr. Field expresses himself similarly.
ertain way,

dark as before."

declare.

who had missed
fish-folk,

to

it

— with

other

from minnows

to

learning, in time, of that cruel hook, baited:

how

Ah,

he

providential,"

" that

cried,

I

waited!"

—From

" Jack-in-the-Fii/pit,"

in

St.

Nicholas for

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE ORIGIN OF

infinite

damnation, and they will

decent modesty before a

I

" the

dition and in immortality with its dangerous correlative idea of eternal

luck!

Such things are not

June.

LIFE

AND THE PROBLEM OF

MEMORY.

if

advisable to believe in the

my

is

science "has taught man that he
cannot walk beyond the horizon "* most people will
personality," and

"

"nothing can be mysterious

if

like

sharks;

—

things were as Col. Ingersoll declares,

fish

remarks
Quite common

climbed the poisonous vines of superstition. The vines have not
supported the oak the oak has supported the vines. As long as
men live and love and die, this hope will blossom in the human
If

and so

it!

shot right a-past me!
fair!"

the belief

in immortalit}':

;

—

Once saw a companion dart after a prize.
Sent down by some innocent lover of sport.

gersoll confesses the possibilit)' of God's existence.

He

fruit-tree grows.

BY THE DEACON.

tive

for

germ the

And Idols of religion will disclose
The high Ideal of Humanity.

To

The Open Court:
I

have

rfead

dividuality of

aspire to the

the Rev. H.

H. Higgins's essay on

"The

In-

Atoms and Molecules" with great interest, for I
same goal, which is a monistic explanation of life.

The Rev. Mr. Higgins

"Evolutionists have to choose be-

says:

tween discontinuity and the recognition of a universal principle of
life, which may be regarded not as mechanical, but as inherent in
the primordial atom." It is the same idea which underlies the
theory of J. F. Vogt, as propounded in The Open Court (Nos.
He scorns the views which would resort to an
29, 31 and 34).
origin of first life-cells, and declares that matter must have the

—

motion and sensibility.' But while
two fundamental principles
the Rev. Mr. Higgins attributes an individual Itios (or life-unit) to
every atom, J. F. Vogt believes in a continuous, contractile, elastic
world-substance; and the atoms of modern chemistry (the existence
of which Vogt accepts as a scientific fact) are according to this
'

theory centers of concentration.

Mr

as Vogt, opposes the view of kinetic
the atoms are hard, inelastic,
and that these atoms, themselves lifeless, produce all the wondrous phenomena of life by their mechanical
interaction.
I
agree with both in so far as I also look upon
kinetic materialism as an untenable explanation of the world,
and in so far as I take for granted that life must be an inherent

Higgins, as well

materialism which teaches that
utlimate

units,'

quality of the world-substance and

Vogt

and

with

Mr.

Higgins

its

also,

atoms.
as

But

regards

I

disagree with
their

atomic

Both their views are speculations, mere conjectures as
to what the atom may be; and neither of them can prove by experiment or argument that his view is correct. Both go into their
subject dogmatically, and both are confident of having attained a

theories.

I

L

XME OPEN
correct solution

o£ the problem

—a

confidence which perhaps

is

and easily explained from their conviction of the truth of
which they have

justified

their monistic principle, for the demonstration of

taken the trouble of devising their theories.

With
I

the monistic principle from

which both

start, I

agree.

consider this principle as the basis of modern science, and would

fain see

established as an axiom of philosophy.

it

In propounding

we can account

my

perhaps be easy to refute it.
fundamental properties is homogeneous.
The world-substance very probably is continuous, as
Vogt declares, and may be identical with what our physicists call
ether.
The tenuity of ether is such that we cannot with our
most delicate instruments verify its presence, and can only infer
its existence from such physical phenomena as light and electricity.
"Whether it consists of discrete units we cannot know; it is possible that it does.
But if it indeed consist of minute units, single
and uniform, (I should call them with Leibnitz mjitaJs), it is cerview

is

wrong,

it

will

in its

same time a con-

tain that the world-substance possesses at the

which places

tinuity

By

monads

in relation to

continuity of the world-substance

which binds
able

all these

all

monads

parts of

I

one another.

understand a quality

the ultimate units together so that the innumer-

are not single independent

so limited,

the whole world

— parts

why
why at

which by

their positions

mutu-

one another according to laws which can be ascertained and mathematically accounted for.
Two or more ether-monads combine into what is known as
atoms, two or several atoms into molecules.
The ether-monads

the atomic weight of iron,
the

cannot

less

that the tetrahedron has four, the octahedron eight, the tetrahexahedron twenty-four equal faces of equilateral triangles, that
the cube's faces are squares and those of the dodecahedron, pentagons.
We, then, shall see why elements of the atomic weights, 7,
23, 39, etc., exist, and why atoms of intermediate weights are
as impossible as,
g. a heptahedron with congruent faces is a
e*.

,

geometrical impossibility.

monads into atoms
number of about seventy

the combinations of the

If

the comparatively small

The

immeasurably;

must be infinite.
Mr. Higgins's expression "idiosyncrasy" cannot well be ap-

specific substances

plied to the individuality of the ultimate units of matter, as the
word denotes " a peculiar mixture of something." If anything is

not mixed,

the elements; and the ultimate units of matter can-

it is

'be

reasonably explained only

sameness of form.
the

Suppose,

if
e.

we
g.,

consider their identity as a
that

two uniform monads of

homogeneous ether, by a certain pressure,
and under other certain yet unknown

of heat,
ized, as

now

it

same element can

at a certain

degree

conditions, crystal-

were, into a certain geometrical figure which chemists

an atom of Hydrogen. Under other conditions thirtytwo monads will combine into another geometrical figure, which
would be an atom of Oxygen. The substance in the two monads
of the Hydrogen atom and the thirty-two ether-monads of the
•Oxygen atom is supposed to be the same ether; but the combinacall

tions are different.

the atoms were,

and

If

we knew what

we would be able to
monads

in the other thirty-two

the geometrical shapes of

why

in the

one case two

are required to

make up one

state

atom.
If

the difference of the various elements

is

a difference of

form

But

not be said to possess an idiosyncrasy.

perhaps a mere

this is

verbal difference.

The

This,
is

main point, however,

should say,

I

also the

have attempted

The

matter.

is

main idea

it

is

this:

the w-orld-substance pos-

The world-substance

acts spontaneously

and of

truth

is

is

not

itself.

the fundamental thought of Vogt's essay, this
of

Our

Mr. Higgins's explanation.

that life never originated.

as the world and to search for a beginning of

Life

life is

as

scientists

from dead

in vain to explain tne origin of life

is

as eternal

wrong

as to

search for the origin of matter.
of

It is

little

conseqjience whether we define

life in this

broader

word as spontaneity or as intrinsic energy or as selfThe Open Court p 971) but we must well distinguish

sense of the

motion
this

(cf.

kind of Ufe (which

psychic

life

the latter

is

the inherent quality of matter) from the

of organisms.

The former

is

elementary and eternal,

unstable because provided by a combination of the

is

The life of monads must be considered as uniform and
former.
most simple, that of organisms as manifold and highly complex.
But if there is an essential difference between both is is not that of
spontaneity, or self-motion, which
characteristic of

absolute identity of two atoms of the

it is

and the possible combinations of molecules into

acted upon by pressure, but

this.

are limited to

elements,

natural that the possibilities for molecular combinations increase

sesses life as an intrinsic property.

Facts disprove

exactly

show

are uniform.

nature.

is

exist,

are uniform, the atoms of the same combination of monads are
uniform, and also the molecules of the same combination of atoms

The combination of ether-monads into elementary atoms is
comparable to the process of crystalization of substances. Certain it is that it must take place according to a mathematical law.
The atom must have a crystal-like shape; it must form a geometrical figure consisting of two or more monads.
This e.xplanation of the problem seems to me the only possible solution which agrees with Mendelejeff's law of the periodicity
If the atoms possessed, as Mr. Higgins says,
'of atomic weights.
individuality and idiosyncrasy, it would be very strange if not
miraculous that one atom of o.xygenis exactly like unto every other
^atom of oxygen. What can be the cause of this, as far as we can
judge, absolute identity of all atoms of the same element? Can it
If
really be an individuality and idiosynorasy from all eternity?
it were, I should be disposed to believe a priori (if I did not know
anything to the contrary) that no two atoms would be exactly like
each other, and that innumerable elements could be found in

for example,

same time an element

of one or a few unit-weights
and why the periodicity of the atomic
weights cannot be otherwise. Perhaps such a demons/ratio ad
ociilos of the fundamental chemical law would be as simple as to
56,

individuals, but integral

ally influence

for the spheroid shapes of the

regular and invariable.

more or

If

regions of the

all

and why the atomic weights of the elements are so
Perhaps if we had a sufficiently powerful
lense we could arithmetically compute and geometrically demonis

strate

imagine that matter

we account

universe as easily as

which, at present, our scientists can not prove or verify by experi-

I
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for their uniformity in

heavenly bodies and for their paths in conic sections. Moreover,
if such is the case, we understand why the number of the elements

an atomic theory of my own, I am fully conscious of the fact
that although certain arguments are in its favor, it is a speculation
ment.

•

COTJ RT.

only,

psychic

life;

the

the one and

life in

is

generally considered as the

essential difference
its

presence

is

the absence of

in the other.

The basis of psychic life is memory. In the monads, the atoms,
and the molecules of organic matter we have not as yet been able
to discover memory, but protoplasm, the moners, and the cells of
Accordingly, the problem of the
organized matter have memory.
origin of life

is

ing bodies, but
ter.

how to account for spontaneous motion of livhow to account for the memory of organized mat-

not

All matter possesses spontaneity of motion; but the faculty of

remembering
It

plex

is

is limited to protoplasm.
a very strange fact that protoplasm, being a very com-

compound

exhibits

in

its

first

stage

a singular

sameness

wherever it is found. This indicates that here also the solution
of the problem must be looked for in the structure of the protoThe shaping of forms follows mathematical modes; and
plasm.
unalterable regularity is always dependent upon the laws of form.
Mathematics,

I

am

fully convinced, will explain the nature of the

THE OPEN
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elements; but mathematics must do
explain the problem of the origin of

more for
memory.

must

also

moralizing at the end where she draws the unnecessary and unjust

question,

how

deduction which traces the dark and melancholy experience of the

science,

The

COURT.

it

matter can remember will become the fundamental and ultimate
c.
question of psycho-physiology.

BOOK REVIEAVS.

principal characters to the influence of the Art Institute.

Institu-

have a certain order of temptations for
those who profit by their advantages, but they should not be held
too rigidly to account for results in youthful error and misconduct
tions of that kind doubtless

and inexperience everywhere. "We
which has an affected sound;
neither do we like the circumstance which led to its selection.
Much as we admire "A Pure-Souled Liar " for its literary grace
and excellence and for the manifest nobility of the author's intenThe
tion, we find neither reason nor justice in the main motif.
lesson which it inculcates is one of a morbid and wasteful notion of
self-sacrifice, supported by a rash and weak sense of duty.

likely to follow youthful folly

In Nesting Time.
ton, Mifflin

The

'

'In

&

Co.

Nesting Time" does

earned fame.

Hough-

Boston: 1888.

general character of this author's writings

and

stood,

Olive Thane Miller.

Mrs. Miller

its

is

well under-

part to help establish her well-

an intelligent and loving observer of

is

nature, has familiar acquaintance with all the feathered songsters

and knows

of the fields

human animal

the

Most
in

their habits better than

know

ever to

of the essays in the present

it is

possible for

the peculiar traits of

its

do not

like the title of this book,

c. p.

kind.

volume have been printed before

the Atlantic Monthly and other periodicals, but they deserve

permanent setting. The publisher's work is done
with the usual care and neatness.
A pretty design ornaments the
cover, and an appropriate selection from some poet introduces

Eugene Bodichon: CEuvres Diverses.
Paris:

w.

Ernest Leroiix,'EA\ie:nr.

1886.

their present

each of the

The

fifteen chapters.

Franc B.

G.'iMBLER.

c. p.

]Vilkie.

w.

T. S. Denni-

Chicago: 1888.

son, Publisher.
is further characterized as "A Story of Chicago
and describes the downward career of a young man, born
and bred in the country, who, accidentally becoming heir to a large
fortune, takes up his home in the city where he falls into evil
ways, squanders his fortune, goes headlong to ruin and shame and
dies an outcast in the hospital.
The story is told with a painful
and at times unpleasant realism, and while written for a manifestly
good purpose, and to point a moral, its workmanship is so careless, which a style often degenerating into slang makes worse,
that the force and dignity of the work is greatly weakened for the

The above

About thirty years ago a bridal couple came to America on a
who attracted much attention in social and artistic circles.
Mad. Bodichon was the daughter of a well known liberal member
of Parliament, who was herself an accomplished artist in water
colors.
Her beauty, talent and charming manners at once secured
her a welcome in society, and she is still remembered with warm
affection.
Dr. Bodichon was less generally known, and few of usperhaps were aware of his large claims to our respect and admiravisit

Life, "

more

intelligent reader.

"The Gambler"

belongs to the sensa-

tional order of novels so far as its subject-matter

is

concerned, but

a different style of treatment, such as one of the author's reputa-

would have set it far above that class. Mr.
Wilkie doubtless thought to add pungency and truth to his narrative by preserving in his own style much of the vernacular and
tion

must be equal

all

charm

of

ideality,

whom

he deals; but this

which may be preserved

and incidents of the kind with
which " The Gambler " deals. But the book has this merit that it
nowhere glosses over the social sins which it depicts, nor, according to Tennyson's lately-written line condemning the practices of

even

in the description of scenes

some

of the realists, "paints the mortal

shame

of nature with the

living hues of art."

c. P.

A PuRE-SouLED Li.^R.
A Pure-Souled Liar
tertaining style,

Chicago: 1888.

w.

Chas. H. Kerr.

is, for originality of plot, finished and enand high purpose, one of the most notable books

of fiction recently issued from the press.

Added

life,

and though the reader's interest

is

not held in such

startled attention in the succeeding portion of the

dom

flags.

ticing,

instincts

work

yet

— the

The personnel of the story are chosen from

it

sel-

class,

an agreeable variety to the motive and characters of the average
society novel, of which we are getting rather too many. We could
wish, however, that the unknown author had spared us the bit of

teaching

part in the development
the

the

He

practiced his profession there

principles of

hygiene and sanitary

name

of the colony,

of "I'honn^te Bodichon."

He

took an active-

where he was honored by
one of the first to

He was

point out the importance of the Eucalyptus tree in preventingfever,

and

it

and devoted much time to its introduction into the colony,
was due to him that Algeria was included in the decree-

abolishing slavery.

When

name was foremost on the
by the new tyranny, but the general tore
up the list with an oath, crying: "Must I exile from Algeria all
the most honest men."
The latter part of his life was divided between his home in
A French writer says:
Algeria and his wife's residence in Sussex.
"When Algeria shall write its golden book the name of Dr.
Bodichon will shine on the first page, and his book will remain an
indispensable document for him who shall undertake to write thehistory of the political and social theories of France in the 19th
list

the coup d'4tat occurred his

of those proscribed

century."

To
is still

know Dr. Bodichon personally this book
and value as revealing the deepest thought
Frenchman o'f the most advanced school, who writes

those

who

did not

of great interest

of a liberal

from no motive but the desire of honestly expressing his thoughts.
He is also a man of wide experience and active life, whose observations must be accepted as of value, whether we can accept hisconclusions or not.

that en-

marked by aspiring souls and Bohemian
students of a modern Art Institute; thus supplying

perplexing

a great public benefactor.

science both by his practice and his writings.

Directness of style and sincerity of purpose charact-

erize every page.

are therefore pleased to call attention to this book,

gratuitously,

to this is the

wonderful air of reality that pervades the book, especially in the
opening chapter. This is due, we think, in part to very cunning
art, and also to the circumstance of the author's complete incognito.
The story reads in the beginning like a chapter from
real

came

to,

rhetorical dash of the characters with

robs the book of

We

tion.

which reveals to us something of his beneficent life and high
character and aims.
He was born at Mann's (Loire Inferieure) in the year 1810,
and died in Algeria in 1885.
A great part of his life was passed in Algeria, where he be-

He himself says:
He who has formed a conscientious opinion owes an account
to the public.
To be silent is cowardice. Little matter if
'

'

of

it

the author

makes a

sacrifice of time, labor

and money.

Let him

be approved or blamed, read or disdained, before all he must say
what he thinks."
His religious axioms are full of interest; for while he demands
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and uses the broadest liberty, he is full of respect for the highest
and best in religions. He says noble things of Christianity.

national self-respect and of peaceful,

"Christianity has raised humanity," but he does not fear to con-

these promises.

demn

like disposition

the superstitions that have gathered about

are one of the bad elements of humanity.

It

"Devotees

it.

is

who

they

are

always the impudent fabricators of miracles, frauds, slanders, of
pious calumnies."

He
He

have all followed him

"The

have become in the hands of the priests
the romance of our relations between God and the unknown
religions

world."

"The

best prayer, the prayer useful

by

labor,

itself, is

is

study."

He

predicts for Anglo-America that

"

Jerusalem

of the seekers

~

if

it

"Let

by the puritans and quakers.

it

allows
it

will

become the New

itself to

be governed

read the Bible," he says.

" All biblicists are friends of liberty."

development.

liberal

sad affliction which has at

We

last blasted

We believe that the rumors of William II. 's warand selfish ambition will prove unfounded, and
hope that the exemplary career and sad fate of his father will
influence and determine his policy.

distinguishes between religion and the various religions.

says;

in the

In Frederick III. the Free-masonry of the empire have lost a

staunch friend and influential patron.

Masonic institutions in
from the Masonry of our own country, in so far
as they embody a more progressive spirit and represent a
sturdy, reverent free-thought.
Their ideas, their aims and
their principles of action have been deepened by the philosophy
of men like Goethe, Schiller, and Lessing, and we may therefore
well understand the far-reaching influence which the sanction and
sympathy of royal patronage have exercised through its foremost
exponent of humane liberalism.

Germany

differ

These extracts show as many others would, how broadly and

We

tolerantly he looks on all sides while the emphasis he lays on

reading the Bible and other points betray his Catholic surroundings

whose

evil

esting topics to

We

must pass over many internote the largeness of thought and freedom from

he clearly

prejudice of country,

sees.

shown

in Dr.

Bodichon's estimate of the

future of Great Britain.
He claims that she will be a refuge
" for the proscribed of the universe and one of the first people of

" For

the world."
of

European

less hopeful,

cause she

is

many centuries yet she will march at the head
civilization."
His judgment of his own country is
he prophesies that England will rule over her, be-

" the region of positivism,

of application,

sentiment."

But he says "North America

the Universe

— all

made
live

is

the progress of perfected

practical there.

More than

of religious

queen of

really the

humanity

a thousand millions of

will

be

men

will

have recently received

Coppee's appeal

verse

to

at

our

the

office copies of

late

Emperor.

M. Francois

It

is

a noble

character and political intentions, prefacing a re-

tribute to his

quest for the restitution of Alsace and Lorraine as the only war-

ranty of international peace and as the fitting crown of a career so

Accompanying the same we received a copy of Ernest
in French verse to the appeal of M. Coppee,
the German stand-point.
Both poems may be obtained from B. Westermann & Co., of 83S Broadway, New York.

glorious.

Lemcke's response
written from

George Kennan's Siberian paper in the July Century will be
"The Steppes of the Irtish," and it will include an account
of a long ride in an out-of-the-way part of Siberia, among the
Kirghis and the Tartars.
called

there, all equal, free, rational, religious workers, serving for

an examplf to the rest of men."
Passing over many a page full of thought and instructions on
the great questions agitating society, we must close with speak-

Mr. Louis Prang, the head of the famous Art Publishing Firm
of

clothed."

character.

can only say that it seems to us impossible that such a
monster could have won the reverence, admiration and personal

Napoleon with all his faults did. The
accounted for by the cause. It is, however, wise to
study the portrait painted by this brave and true-hearted even if
affection of a people, as
effects are not

prejudiced observer.
It

is

this upright

world of

life

says
"

soul, and
and invigorated by coming into relation with

'

'

Emperor Frederic

III, apart from the sorrow and sympathy awakened for the mourning subjects of a sister
nation, will be lamented by all who have, at heart the interests of

thought and politics

in

continental Europe.

The

sterling

which marked the hero of Sadowa and Worth, the

sin-

gleness of heart and beneficent disposition which so endeared

him

qualities

find

my

business will not hold

shall give

it

up.

*

to the affections of his people, foretold for

Germany

a reign of

*

its

own under

natural

*

and created a number of new ones, but

dustrial

it

life,

«

at

what a

terrible

has to a great degree emasculated our inhas taken out of it the spirit, the freedom, the
« * It has un-Americanized us by making nar-

cost to the nation!

It

row, selfish views dominant, where the fathers of this Republic
proudly declared that a broad humanity should be the leading

American

principle of

civilization.

*

*

*

"Tariff taxation has degraded us from the position of selfreliant freemen to the abject condition of industrial cowards, crynations

we

scale."

*

more protection

are so fond of decrying as beneath

*

against the very

us in the social

*

Atlantic Monthly for July discusses in the " ContribuClub " "The Science of Names."
"Writers it is maintained spend much time and thought in

The

NOTES.

liberal

I

I

Protection has no doubt fostered a few old established in-

dustries

tor's

of the

When

conditions,

and intelligent Frenchman who helps us to look at the
E. D. Cheney.
and thought with his eyes.

The death

that his business, according to the principle of protection

would derive great benefit from a Tariff. But the fact is it has
been built up independent of, and even in spite of protection. He

ing and begging like babes for

always a gain to know another brave and true

feel refreshed

contributed to Tht: Aineiican Lillicgrapher and

Printer a concise and excellently written article on Our Tariff.

He says

We

has

Boston,

Broad and
liberal as he was, he yet lived through the loiip d'itat and the
empire of Louis Napoleon, and his feeling against the older and
greater representative of that family was doubtless embittered by
that circumstance.
Nowhere have we ever seen condemnation
more fierce and sweeping. He tries him by a sort of subjective
analysis, declaring that " history has not painted him as he was."
His own summary is that he was " the eldest son of the children
of the demons, that is to say the most intense, the most powerful
incarnation of the principle of evil which the human form has ever

ing of his terrible arraignment of Napoleon Bonaparte.

we

in

selecting a

name

for a play or novel, for they

largely dependent on

it.

know

that success

is

Parents, however, are strangely careless

names to children. « * «
"Avoid odd, or eccentric, or poetic combinations, and be
guided by euphonic quality only. * * *
" The best form of name is a dactyl and a spondee, like "Jereand

my

unscientific in giving

Taylor."
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man;

CHAPTER AT//.— Continued.

are on good terms with the

his attention to

call

it.

The vermin

are insuf-

ferable."

Madam Hummel

Hummel looked meditatingly on the spot where

Mr.

You

there on a bench.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

the Doctor had stood.
He was during the whole day in a mild, philanthropic mood, which he at iirst showed by philoso-

consented

to

make

the park-keeper promised to look to

inquiries,

he came to the hedge, and called out, in a low voice:
" Madam HumnTel."
calls you," said Hummel.
They come from the garden of Mr. Hahn,"

"The man

phizing with his book-keeper.
" Have you ever raised bees?" he asked him, over

"

the counter.

ported the park-keeper, cautiously; "there

"No, Mr. Hummel," replied he: "how could I
manage it?"
" You are not very enterprising," continued Hum-

hive there."

"Why

mel, reproachfully.
"

should you not give your-

Mr. Hummel."

of

who

other people,

certain

place their bee-hives

close to the street in order to save the expense for

sugar."

The book-keeper seemed

to

wish

to

comply with

this proposition.
" he replied humbly.
mean, sir," interrupted Hummel;
" do not think of coming to my office with a swarm of
bees in your pocket. I am determined under no circumstances to suffer such a nuisance. I am Bumblebeef enough for this street and I object to all humming and swarming about my house and garden."
In the afternoon, when he was taking a walk in
the garden with his wife and daughter, he suddenly

" If

you mean

"The

devil

" It
" It

it

is

that flew through the air?"

it

was a beetle," said his wife.
was a bee," said Hummel.

beginning to

fly

about.

Why

bees.

A

cannot say
few minutes

I

there

If
is

there

is

another.

anything

I

detest,

They annoy

you,

so," she replied.

bee flew about Laura's curls,
with a parasol
worker, who mistook her cheeks for a
after, a

and she was obliged
from the

little

Mr. Hummel," said the park-keeper;
of the yellow things now."
" That's so," cried Hummel, shaking his head; " it's
" It

is

certain,
is

one

yellow."

Don't mind, Henry; perhaps

"

it

will not

be so

bad," said his wife, soothingly.
" Shall I
" Not so bad?" asked Hummel, angrily.
have to see the bees buzzing around your nose? Shall
I have to suffer my wife to go about the whole summer with her nose swollen up as large as an apple?Prepare a room for the surgeon immediately: he will
never be out of our house during the next month."
Laura approached her father.
"

to protect herself

you, father,

tell

" I

hollow tree of the park.

The park-keeper

sleeps out

I

this quarreling

annoys me.

have suffered too

because I love you that I must in good time put
an end to this annoyance from over there, before these
winged nuisances carry away honey from our garden.
I don't intend to have you attacked by the bees of
it is

our neighbors, do you understand me?"

of

Laura turned and looked gloomily in the water,
on which the fallen catkins of the birch were swimming slowly towards the town.
"Do something, keeper, to preserve peace between
" Take my complineighbors," continued Hummel.
ments to Mr. Hahn, with the request from me that he
will remove his bees, so that I may not be obliged to
call in the police again."
I

will tell him,

Mr.

Hummel,

that the bees are

disagreeable to the neighborhood; for

it

is

true the

gardens are small."
" They are so narrow that one could sell them in a
bandbox at a Christmas fair," assented Hummel,
"

Translation Copyrighted.
t Hummel is also the German for bumblebee.

how much

much from it."
believe you," replied Hummel, cheerfully. "But

Indeed

"

strange; they were not so numerous formerly," said Hummel, to the ladies; " it seems to me
that a swarm of bees must have established itself in a
is

can see you wish to begin a quarrel anew with
I cannot
if you love me, do not do so.

I

our neighbors:

peach.
" It

her father anxiously.

man, keeper, and I cannot beneighbor would do us such an injury."

" see, there

any
" Are this rabble

Phillipine."
"

my

at

a peaceful

I

stopped.

"What was

am

I

lieve

" That does not matter.
By the new inventions
you may keep bees in a tobacco-box. You put the
swarm in, open the window, and from time to time
cut your honey out. You might become a rich man
by it. You will say that these insects might sting
your fellow-lodgers and neighbors; do not mind that;
such views are old-fashioned. Follow the example

re-

a bee-

asked Hummel. " Is it possible that
should have chosen this amusement?"

Laura looked
"

live in a garret,

I

is

" Really?"

Hahn

pleasure?"

self this

and

After a time

it.

Do

it

out of pity to the bees themselves.

daffodils will not last

them long

as food,

Our

three

and

after-

THK OPEN COURT,

touched lightly on the subject of servants, and the troubles of housekeeping

gave the park-keeper a few coppers, and ad-

called forth a volubility of chatter, like the croaking

will

iron railings."

He

ded, to his wife and daughter:
"

You

see

how

forbearing

deed

delightful.

first

It

pond, and Use wondered that even Flamina
Struvelius should express herself so earnestly on the
subject of pickhng gherkins, and that she should

of frogs in a

am

I

to

our neighbor,

for the sake of peace."

The
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be nothing for them but to gnaw the

wards there

the house, depressed and

anxiously inquire as to the marks of age on a plucked
goose.
Merry Mrs. Giinther shocked the ladies

As the park-keeper did not appear again, Mr. Hummel watched for him on the following day.
" Well, how is it?" he asked.
" Mr. Hahn thinks that the hives are far enough
from the street; they are behind a bush and the}'
annoy no one. He will not give up his rights."
"There it is!" broke out Hummel. "You are my
witness that I have done all in the power of man to
avoid a quarrel. The fellow has forgotten that there

same time made
them she could not bear
the cry of little children, and that as to her own of
which she had none yet she would from the beginning train them to quiet habits with the rod. As has
been said, the conversation rambled from greater

full of

is

ladies returned to

sad forebodings.

a Section

must be the

167.

I

am

sorry, keeper; but the police

some measure the best

Mr.

Hahn

to

of

it,

for the police advised

avoid anno)'ance to the neighbours and

passers-by by the removal of the hive.
Mr. Hahn
had taken great pleasure in his bees; their hive had
been fitted with all the new improvements, and they
were not like our irritable German bees; they were an
Italian sort, which only sting when provoked to the
utmost. But this was all of no avail, for even the
Doctor and his mother herself begged that the hives
might be removed; so, one dark night they were carried away, with bitter and depressed feelings, into the
country.
In the place which they had occupied he
erected some starlings' nests on poles. They were a

poor comfort. The starlings had, according to old
customs, sent messengers of their race through the
country and hired their summer dwellings, and only the
sparrows took exulting possession of the abode, and
like disorderly householders, left long blades of grass
hanging from their nests. Mr. Hummel shrugged his
shoulders contemptuously, and in a loud bass voice,
called the new invention the sparrow telegraph.
The garden amusements had begun; the sad prognostication had become a reality; suspicion and gloomy
looks once more divided the neighboring houses.

CHAPTER XVin.
CLOUDLETS.

A

much

bear with her husseated with her
friends, the wives of Professors Raschke, Struvelius,
and Giinther, over a cozy cup of coffee, which was by
band.

Professor's wife has

When

Use found

no means slighted,

all

greater experience and at the

them laugh, when she

to

herself

manner

of

things

came

to

light.

Conversation with these cultured ladies was

in-

told

—

—

matters to small talk like
trivial

remarks

it

quietly discussed,

And amidst other
that men were

this.

happened
was evident

naturally

and

it

that,

although

made as to men in general, each
her own husband, and each, without ex-

the remarks were

thought of

last resort."

Hummel conferred confidentially with a policeman.
Mr. Hahn became excited and angry when
he was ordered to appear in court, but Hummel had
Mr.

in

of

it, thought of the secret load of cares she had
and each one convinced her hearers that her
own individual husband was also difficult to manage.
The lot of Mrs. Raschke was indeed not to be concealed, as it was notorious throughout the whole
town. It was well known that one market-day her
husband went to the lecture-room in a brilliant orange
and blue dressing-gown, of a Turkish pattern. And
the collegians, who loved him dearly and knew his

pressing
to bear,

habits well, could not suppress a loud laugh, while

Raschke hung his dressing-gown quietly over the
reading-desk and began to lecture in his shirt sleeves,
and returned home in the great-coat of a student.
Since then Mrs. Raschke never
looking after him herself.

let

It also

him go out without

transpired that after

town he constantly lost his way,
to change her residence, being
she did, the Professor would always

living ten years in the

and she did not dare
convinced that

if

be going back to his old abode.

Struvelius also gave
importance had come to
Use's personal knowledge; but it was also known that
he required his wife to correct the proof-sheets of his
Latin writings, as she had a slight knowledge of the
language and that he could not resist giving orders
to traveling wine merchants.
Mrs. Struvelius, after
her marriage, found her cellar full of large and small
casks of wine, which had as yet not been bottled,
while he himself complained bitterly that he could not
replenish his stock. And even little Mrs. Giinther
related that her husband could not give up working
at night; and that on one occasion, poking about with
a lamp amongst the books, he came too close to a
curtain, which caught fire, and on pulling it down he
burnt his hands, and rushed into the bedroom with
his fingers black as coals, more like an Othello than
trouble.

The

—

a mineralogist.

last

affair

of
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Use related nothing of her short career, but she
had also had some experience. True, her husband
was very good about working at night, was very discreet over his wine, though on great occasions he
drank his glass bravely, as became a German Professor. But as to his eating, matters were very unsatisCertainly it does not do to care too much
factory.
about food, especially for a Professor, but not to be
able to distinguish a duck from a goose is rather discouraging for her who has striven to procure him a
a dainty. As for carving he was useless. The tough

Stymphalian birds which Hercules destroyed, and the
ungenial Phoenix, mentioned with such respect by his
Tacitus, were much better known to him than the
form of a turkey. Use was not one of those women
who delight to spend the whole day in the kitchen,
but she understood cooking, and prided herself on
giving a dinner worthy of her husband. But all was
He sometimes tried to praise the dishes, but
in vain.
Use clearly saw that he was not sincere. Once when
she set a splendid pheasant before him, he saw by her
expression that she expected some remark, so he
praised the cook for having secured such a fine
Use sighed and tried to make him underchicken.
stand the difference, but had to be content with GaI know
briel's sympathizing remark: " It's all useless.
my master; he can't tell one thing from another!"
Since then, Use had to rest content with the compliments that the gentlemen invited to tea paid her at
the table. But this was no compensation. The Doctor also was not remarkable for his acquirements in
It was lamentable and humiliating to
this direction.
see the two gentlemen over a brace of snipes which
her father had sent them from the country.
Doctor
as a thoroughly practical man, because he had had
some experience in buying and managing, and the
former was accustomed to call in his friend as an ad-

The

viser on

Professor, however, looked

many

little

up

to the

daily occurrences.

The tailor
The Pro-

brought samples of cloth for a new coat.
fessor looked at the various colors of the samples in a
"Use, send for the Doctor to
distracted manner.
help me make a choice!" Use sent, but unwillingly;
no Doctor was needed, she thought, to select a coat,
and if her dear husband could not make up his mind,
was not she there? But that was of no avail; the
Doctor selected the coat, waistcoat, and the rest of
the Professor's wardrobe. Use listened to the orders
in silence, but she was really angry with the Doctor,
and even a little with her husband. She quietly determined that things should not continue so. She
hastily calculated her pocket-money, called the tailor
into her room, and ordered a second suit for her husband, with the injimction to make this one first
When the tailor brought the clothes home,- she asked

how he

her husband

Then she

it.

nice-looking as

made
that

for you.

may

I

I

I

new

suit.

please you

can: for

If

in

liked the

"To

said:

my

He

praised

make myself

I

sake wear what

have succeeded

this time,

I
I

as

have
hope

future choose and be responsible for

your wardrobe."
But the Doctor looked quite amazed when he met
the Professor in a different suit.
It so happened,
however, that he had nothing to find fault with; and
when Use was sitting alone with the Doctor, she
began
" Both of us love my husband; therefore let us
come to some agreement about him. You have the
greatest right to be the confidant of his labors, and I
should never venture to place myself on an equality
with you respecting them. But where my judgment
is sufScient I may at least be useful to him, and what
little I can, dear Doctor, pray allow me to do."

She said this with
up to her.

Doctor walked

a smile; but the

gravel}'

" You are expressing what I have long felt.
I
have lived with him for many years, and have often
lived for him, and that was a time of real happiness
to me; but now I fully recognize that it is you who
have the best claim to him. I shall have to endeavor
to control myself in many things; it will be hard for
me, but it is better it should be so."
" My words were not so intended," said Use, dis-

turbed.
"

what you meant; and I know
you are perfectly right. Your task is not

well understand

I

also that

alone to

make

his

life

comfortable.

see

I

you strive to become his confidant.
the warmest wish of my heart is that
estly

how

earn-

Believe me,
in

time you

should succeed."

He

left

deeply

how
The Doctor had touched a

with an earnest farewell, and Use saw

moved he

was.

chord, the vibration of which, midst

all

Her household

her happiness,

gave her
went so smoothly that she took
no credit to herself for her management. But still it
pained her to see how little her work was appreciated
by her husband, and she thought to herself, " What I
am able to do for him makes no impression on him,
and when I cannot elevate my mind to his, he probably
feels the want of a soul that can understand him
she

little

felt

with pain.

trouble,

and

affairs

all

bettei;"

These were transient clouds which swept over the
sunny landscape, but they came again and again as
Use sat brooding alone in her room.
{To be continued.)

For modes

He

of faith let graceless zealots fight,

can't be

wrong whose

life is

in the right.

—Pope.
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